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INTRODUCTION

Although Alexander Hamilton famously called the American judicial system the least dangerous branch in *Federalist No. 78*, many legal scholars and political scientists in recent years have been troubled by the powerful role of the Supreme Court in constitutional interpretation and the countermajoritarian difficulty. Scholars holding this view worry that an unelected Court with the power to declare a legislative act or the action of an elected executive unconstitutional subverts the will of the prevailing majority. They often share the normative orientation of classic legal scholars of judicial review.
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In an important new book, Friedman at once addresses this issue and offers a major new positive argument about the Court’s behavior. Far from thwarting the popular will, Friedman argues, the Court frequently confirms it. This positive argument has an obvious normative implication: to the extent that Supreme Court decisions reflect public opinion, especially on the most important issues brought before it, the countermajoritarian difficulty is less problematic.

This paper casts the countermajoritarian difficulty in a different light, drawing on positive political theory to analyze the relationship between a deferential Supreme Court with powers of judicial review and a constitution’s ability to survive. Too often, normative studies of judicial review and the countermajoritarian difficulty take the constitutional stability of the American system for granted and do not enquire about how this stability—unique in the world—arises. Recent empirical work by Elkins et al. reveals that most new constitutions fail; in particular, the median democracy lasts only sixteen years. This means that constitutions that prove durable have special features. We argue that, to be sustained, a democratic constitution must be self-enforcing in the sense that actors with power to disrupt democracy choose not to do so.

The central questions of this paper are: how is American constitutional stability maintained, and how does the Supreme Court contribute to this stability? To address these questions, we develop a theory
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of the self-enforcing constitution. After presenting our theory of self-enforcing constitutions, we offer a brief illustration of how our framework can be usefully applied to evaluate the role of a “deferential Court”—one that defers to public opinion—in creating constitutional stability. We draw attention to the mechanisms through which the deferential Court supports or undermines constitutional stability. In doing so, we show that our theory of constitutional stability has surprising implications for the countermajoritarian difficulty.

Our approach suggests that the modern Supreme Court, acting within the American constitutional framework, often contributes to constitutional stability by helping to resolve three fundamental problems. The first fundamental problem concerns the rationality of fear. When citizens feel threatened by the regime in power, they may support extra-constitutional action, such as a coup, to protect themselves. Too often high-stakes politics lead to coups and constitutional failures, as in Spain in 1936 or Chile in 1973. The deferential Court reduces the likelihood of extra-constitutional action by lowering the stakes of political activity. The second fundamental problem of constitutional stability concerns the fundamental coordination problem underlying democracy, namely, whether citizens have the ability to act in concert against political leaders who transgress constitutional rules. By punishing political officials who transgress rights, widespread citizen coordination, in turn, deters political officials who are tempted to transgress. The deferential Court encourages widespread coordination against a government that attempts to transgress citizen rights by creating new constitutional focal points in its opinions. The third fundamental problem concerns change. The deferential Court’s powerful role in creating constitutional focal points requires that it create forms of what North calls “adaptive efficiency”—the capacity to adjust constitutional interpretation in the face of shocks and effectively deal with new circumstances.
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However, we remain cautious in interpreting the results of this preliminary assessment of the deferential Court’s role in supporting constitutional stability. This brief sketch is intended to illustrate the range of new questions that emerge by embedding the classic understanding of the countermajoritarian difficulty in a positive framework explicitly concerned with constitutional stability. As events of the late 1860s and the mid-1930s show, Supreme Court justices are not always compelled to contribute to a self-enforcing constitution. When the Court has been unwilling or unable to defer to public opinion, the public has chosen to retaliate in a variety of ways that have the potential to threaten constitutional stability at the system-wide level.

Scholars of judicial review and the countermajoritarian difficulty too often take constitutional stability for granted. Because most new constitutions fail, ones that remain stable for extended periods must have special properties. Our study of the self-enforcing constitution and the deferential Court suggests that countermajoritarian features of a wide variety are often important in creating constitutional stability. This suggests that the conventional view of countermajoritarian difficulty is incomplete, and that a more comprehensive account emerges by tracing the mechanisms through which majoritarian and non-majoritarian institutions interact to create or undermine constitutional stability.

With respect to the Supreme Court, we show that the deferential Court plays a unique and important role in helping to maintain constitutional stability by lowering stakes, establishing focal points, and creating adaptive efficiency. Moreover, we show that the Court’s role in the three mechanisms of constitutional stability has required the Court at times to declare a legislative act or the action of an elected executive unconstitutional against the will of prevailing majorities. Although this action raises the classic question of the countermajoritarian difficulty, two reasons suggest that it is not as problematic as conventionally thought. First, as Friedman argues, the Court often acts in concert with public opinion. Second, the Court’s ability to
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preserve constitutional stability at the system-wide level by creating focal points requires that it make popular decisions, ones that attract widespread support.

This paper proceeds as follows. In Part II, we outline our framework for self-enforcing constitutions. In Part III, we offer a brief application of this framework to Friedman’s 2009 history, sketching the implications of a deferential Court for constitutional stability. Conclusions and extensions follow.

**PART II: A THEORY OF SELF-ENFORCING CONSTITUTIONS**

Why have some countries sustained stable democratic constitutions for decades while others have failed? Political scientists have persuasively argued that democratic stability requires that political leaders observe a few simple rules that limit their behavior. Incumbent officials who lose elections must step down; and those out of power must be willing to refrain from using force as a means of taking control of government. Further, democratic stability requires that officials have incentives to honor the democratic rules; that is, that democracy is self-enforcing.

Mittal and Weingast argue that democratic political stability, particularly during “Przeworski moments” of transition, requires that citizens and the government have incentives to abide by the rules embodied in a constitution. Three fundamental problems impede constitutional stability. Paralleling each problem is a condition that explains how the problem can be solved or mitigated.

The first fundamental problem concerns the rationality of fear. When citizens feel threatened by the regime in power, they may support extra-constitutional action, such as a coup, to protect themselves. Self-enforcing constitutions mitigate this problem through the \textit{limit}
condition, the idea that the constitution must reduce the stakes of politics. When people have less to lose, they are less likely to support extra-constitutional action. For the limit condition to hold, the constitution must protect what those with the power to disrupt democracy hold most dear.

The second problem of constitutional stability concerns the fundamental coordination problem underlying democracy. When citizens have the ability to act in concert against transgressions by those in power, they can punish officials for transgressing by withdrawing support and forcing incumbents out. In the face of this punishment, incumbents will forgo transgressions. For this mechanism to work, citizens must have the ability to act in concert against political leaders who transgress constitutional rules. But coordination is hardly assured. The diversity of interests among the citizenry means that citizens typically disagree about fundamental rights, the appropriate procedures of government, and the content of legislation. These disagreements make decentralized or spontaneous coordination nearly impossible.

The consensus condition suggests that self-enforcing constitutions encourage widespread coordination by creating focal points that guide citizen coordination in the face of constitutional violations. Constitutional focal points involve provisions concerning the process of government, such as the production of sovereign commands, and about citizen rights, such as property rights or the right to free assembly. To serve this function, focal points must lead to outcomes widely perceived as beneficial. Absent this condition, citizens are hardly likely to act to preserve the constitution.

Overall, we know too little about how such focal points are created. Often they are produced in times of crisis through pacts among contending elites. Indeed, Elster suggests that many durable constitutions were created in times of crisis.
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The third fundamental problem concerns change. Economies boom and bust; technological innovations alter the way citizens interact; and a wide variety of circumstances change the relative power and distribution of relevant groups in society. More formally, North describes our environment as non-ergodic—a world of regular, if episodic, change. Non-ergodic change means that nations regularly face new problems and crises where solutions are not obvious. These changes require that humans must constantly create new and updated theories to comprehend their environment and then use these theories to help address new problems.

The ubiquity and unpredictability of change complicates the first two fundamental principles of constitutional stability. Institutions designed to lower stakes or enable widespread coordination typically create static or short-term stability. Changes in the environment may alter the payoffs to cooperative activity and therefore render such institutions unstable.

Dynamic or long-term constitutional stability requires adaptation to new circumstances in ways that maintain the limit and consensus conditions over time. The adaptive efficiency condition addresses the fundamental problem of change. Adaptive efficiency refers to the capacity to adjust in the face of shocks and to restructure institutions within the constitutional framework that effectively deal with an altered reality.

Adaptive efficiency is often created through the lawmaking process. Lawmaking is traditionally associated with legislatures—assemblies with the power to create and amend law—but usually involves other constituent executive and judicial institutions. When states encounter changes that threaten political stability, laws are made to restore cooperative activity in the new state of the world. From the perspective of constitutional stability, lawmaking is the state’s primary means of adaptation.

The three conditions of constitutional stability are complementary. The limit condition holds that credible limits on the state inhibit resorts to extra-constitutional measures, rendering constitutions more likely to survive. The consensus condition identifies the mechanisms under which these limits are credible—i.e. when citizens have solved the coordination problem and can take action against of-
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ficials who violate these limits. The adaptive efficiency condition explores how the first two principles are preserved over time and in changing circumstances. While the first two principles create static stability, stability over time requires adaptive efficiency.

PART III: APPLICATION

As Friedman argues, the classic concern raised by the counter-majoritarian difficulty—that judicial review interferes with the will of the people—is radically overstated. He argues instead that the persistent question throughout history has been whether, and to what extent, should the Supreme Court exercise the power of judicial review. A complete answer to this question must begin with an analysis of the implications of judicial review for outcomes of interest.

Our analysis begins with the problem of constitutional stability. Many Framers of the Federal Constitution of 1787 were concerned, if not obsessed, with creating lasting political and constitutional stability. Madison, for his part, placed all hope of “furthering justice and the public good” on the foundation of preserving political order. Deeply disturbed by the chronic instability plaguing government under the Articles of Confederation, leading Federalists sought to create a republic that would endure. In confronting the manifest deficiencies of the Articles, our earliest leaders boldly confronted the challenges inherent in maintaining political stability in an uncertain and rapidly changing world. Since the Founding, preserving the Union has been of continuing interest to each new generation of Americans—and stability continues to be a central, if under-conceptualized, concern in today’s debates on the Court’s ongoing role in constitutional interpretation.

How does the development of a Court with strong powers of judicial review contribute to or threaten constitutional stability? Friedman persuasively argues that the Court defers to the people far more often than it challenges them. This basic empirical finding can be analyzed formally in a standard deterrence framework. Credible threats of punishment (e.g. jurisdiction-stripping, court-packing, or
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worse, ignoring the court through non-compliance) successfully deter the Court from straying far from public opinion.

In this framework, successful popular deterrence of the Court contributes to constitutional stability by inducing opinions that are far less likely to provoke serious challenges from the public. Our framework for self-enforcing constitutions helps explain why this mechanism works by embedding the deferential Court in a broader theory of constitutional stability. Paralleling the three conditions in our framework discussed in Part II, we show that a deferential Court with strong powers of judicial review contributes to constitutional stability in at least three ways.

Per the first problem of constitutional stability, a Court that fears punishment is less likely to permit the passage of widely unpopular and potentially destabilizing legislation or, more broadly, government actions. This induced behavioral feature of the Court helps preserve the limit condition; it reliably serves to lower the stakes in politics for ordinary citizens. Indeed, Friedman shows that many of the most controversial decisions issued by the Court have been destabilizing precisely because they unexpectedly and significantly raised the stakes for large groups of citizens.²⁵ For instance, the Supreme Court’s 1819 decision in *McCulloch v. Maryland* involved an expansive interpretation of the Necessary and Proper Clause.²⁶ Because it potentially allowed a much broader range of national government powers, this decision “fully raised the states’ rights bear from its slumber.”²⁷ The opinion seriously threatened several states—leading some down the path of noncompliance and eventually nullification.

The importance of lowering the stakes of political activity raises the important question of what “the will of the people” is and how it can be measured. What does it mean for the Court to be deferential to public opinion? To whose opinion should it defer? Friedman’s richly researched history is broadly concerned with capturing “the evolving views of the American public”—by which he often means the
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view of the “majority” or the people at large. In doing so, he confronts the challenging methodological problems inherent in reconstructing the “collage of ever-shifting views” of public opinion. By necessity, he often relies on journalistic sources such as newspaper and magazine articles for measures of public opinion. Sometimes these sources report the results of surveys and polls, and at other times they reflect the journalist’s subjective impression of the state of public opinion.

Dorf offers a more specific conception of public opinion emphasizing the importance of the median. “Although courts do regularly invalidate state and federal action on constitutional grounds, they rarely depart substantially from the median of public opinion.”

Neither Friedman nor Dorf justifies their conceptions of public opinion theoretically. Why is it that the opinion of the “majority” or the “median” is so important? Our positive political theory framework provides an answer. Part of the means of success for the deferential Court is that, as circumstances evolve, it adapts the constitutional bargain not in an arbitrary or personal way, but in a way that continues to resolve the three constitutional problems noted above. But how exactly does the Court do so?

Standard spatial modeling techniques and positive political theories of political competition provide basic insight into this problem. Assuming that citizen preferences are single-peaked and normally distributed in a uni-dimensional issue space, the Court satisfies the most people (thereby lowering stakes as much as possible) by ruling consistent with the mean (or equivalently the median) of public opinion. Given these standard assumptions, the farther the Court moves from the center of public opinion, the less the Court satisfies the people. Our framework and this simple model explain why the center of public opinion is so important to Friedman’s history and suggests how the Court can optimally lower stakes given lumpy or asymmetric distributions of citizens’ preferences. Pursuing median-favored policies maximizes overall support for the Supreme Court’s opinions.

Per the second fundamental problem, over the course of America’s history many opinions of the Supreme Court have come to serve
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as focal points for widespread coordination. The ability to coordinate against the government through the creation of focal points provides a powerful deterrent to destabilizing constitutional transgressions. Because citizen coordination to withdraw their support from a leader following a constitutional violation threatens the leader’s political future, leaders have strong incentives to adhere to the rules. Concomitantly, leaders are more likely to pursue transgressions when they believe they will retain sufficient support to remain in power.

 Acting to preserve and adapt focal points allows the deferential Court to enhance the public’s ability to coordinate against the government by creating shared signals on just what actions constitute a transgression, the rights of citizens, and appropriate public policies. Absent these signals, differences in citizens’ experience, interests, and values often lead to coordination failure. Moreover, the Court’s position in the American constitutional framework enhances the clarity of its signals because it is the sole source of binding opinion, and those opinions are supreme and authoritative for the entire judiciary. The opinions of a Court deferential to the people are more likely to be regarded as focal because citizens are more likely to value the opinion and to believe that others will act in accordance with it.

 The institutional significance of the evolving constitutional bargain between the Court and the people that Friedman’s history describes is this: by deferring to the people, the Court was gradually conferred—or, perhaps, was gradually able to assume—the power to serve as an unambiguous creator of constitutional focal points. This power gives the Court a central position in creating and maintaining constitutional stability. Friedman argues that in the early 1800s a tacit deal emerged between Federalists and Republicans “that set the judiciary on the course to the authority it maintains today.” Federalist judges acknowledged the importance of refraining from blatant partisanship on the bench and the Republicans, for their part, allowed the judiciary limited independence.

 As a result, Friedman’s narrative of the growth of the Court’s independence and powers of judicial review can be usefully reframed as the story of the development of the Court’s institutional capacity to create focal points for widespread coordination. Our emphasis on the Court’s role as creator of focal points offers a theoretically driven approach to concerns often raised by the legal literature on the
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Court’s “settlement power.” Usual, the ability to create constitutional focal points implies not only the power of judicial review but also some level of discretion to determine what the Constitution means. The contemporary Court’s role in settling constitutional meaning is not usually thought of as being constrained to a single choice by various forms of partisan and institutional gridlock. Rather, the contemporary Court has gained some measure of independence—allowing it to choose constitutional focal points from a range of possibilities. That latitude and the range of possible constitutional focal points are shaped by the people and their willingness to defer to the Court’s choice.

_Bush v. Gore_ serves as a useful illustration used by Friedman to highlight the deferential Court’s definitive status as the primary chooser of constitutional focal points. In this decision, the Court intervened in the outcome of a close presidential election. Although Friedman writes that many were troubled by the Court’s intervention, the people quickly deferred to the Court’s decision. In fact, Friedman reports that within a year of the decision the Court returned to high levels of bipartisan support.

Per problem three, a deferential Court also creates adaptive efficiency by creating focal points for coordination as the state faces new and unanticipated circumstances and constitutional issues. Moreover, this behavioral feature of the Court is enhanced to the extent that, per Friedman, the Court supports effective adaptation by entrenching new constitutional norms after public opinion has matured and crystallized.

In a rapidly changing world, the state regularly encounters new problems with which the government and public have little experience. These situations are potentially problematic for constitutional stability because more than one constitutional interpretation exists and people typically disagree about which is most appropriate.
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In these situations public opinion matures and crystallizes over time and with intervening events. A Court deferential to public opinion contributes to constitutional stability by adapting old or establishing new constitutional focal points that privilege the “considered judgment” of the American people over their “passing fancy.”\textsuperscript{39} As Friedman suggests, Court rulings both catalyze and entrench public discussion of important issues. Through the iterative process of judicial decision—popular response—judicial re-decision, the Court prompts the public to debate issues of fundamental interest and to find solutions and compromises that “obtain broad and lasting support.”\textsuperscript{40} “This, then, is the function of judicial review in the modern era: to serve as a catalyst, to force public debate, and ultimately to ratify the American people’s considered views about the meaning of their Constitution.”\textsuperscript{41}

The Court’s central position as chooser of constitutional focal points and the ever-present possibility of popular retaliation give the Court considerable incentives both to distinguish the passing fancy of the people from their considered judgment and, ultimately, to craft opinions that implement the latter. Entrenching constitutional focal points in deference to the “passions” of the people has led to considerable instability as opinions changed. Friedman suggests that perceived switches by the Court with respect to the Wagner Act, Communist activities, and death penalty cases seemed to reflect a desire to ultimately ratify only the considered opinion of the people.\textsuperscript{42}

\textbf{PART IV: CONCLUSIONS}

As practiced by the deferential Court, judicial review contributes to constitutional stability in an important way by lowering stakes in politics, establishing new constitutional focal points, and creating adaptive efficiency.

Our application of the self-enforcing constitutions framework to the problem of judicial review suggests a new understanding of the countermajoritarian difficulty and the Court’s ultimate role in a constitutional democracy. The classic legal debate of the Court’s role, whether the Court follows public opinion or exercises various forms
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\textsuperscript{42} See id. at 292, 254–55, 285–86 (explaining these cases and identifying examples of instances where the Court seemingly bowed to public opinion despite strong legal arguments to the contrary).
of independence qua the countermajoritarian difficulty, is too narrow. Our framework suggests that the Court simultaneously follows public opinion and exercises independence.

The deferential Court leads the people in supporting constitutional stability by solving new coordination problems as they appear, for example, in circumstances unanticipated by the Founders or when circumstances reveal new ambiguities in the text. It leads by choosing focal points out of an array of possibilities in new situations (and especially crises) or extends existing focal points when new circumstances or unexpected contingencies arise.

But the deferential Court’s choice of focal points is constrained by the public and what it values. Unpopular decisions fail to serve the purpose of creating new focal points. Recall our interpretation of Friedman’s argument—by deferring to the people, the Court was gradually conferred the power to serve as a central creator of constitutional focal points. Because the Court requires public support to assure its independence from elected officials, justices must temper reliance on their own ideological views so as to reflect the views of the public. In this view, a deferential Court catalyzes debate and solidifies public opinion, rather than creating more divisive debate.

However, this analysis should not lead to unqualified optimism about the overall implications of the deferential Court for constitutional stability. The history of popular deterrence of the Supreme Court has not been without controversy and judicial review has not always been self-enforcing—as events of the 1860s and 1930s clearly show. When the Court has been unwilling or unable to defer to public opinion, the public and their elected representatives have chosen to retaliate in a variety of ways that have had the potential to seriously threaten constitutional stability at the system-wide level. Friedman writes, “Americans have abolished courts, impeached one justice, regularly defied Court orders, packed the Court, and stripped its jurisdiction.”

Given that the Court has become a central source of focal points that foster widespread coordination, its institutional capacity to retain this power by deferring to the public becomes all the more important for overall constitutional stability. Popular punishment can seriously threaten the Court’s role in preserving constitutional stability. Jurisdiction-stripping has the potential to remove the Court’s ability to create focal points on precisely those issues that require widespread
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coordination in the future. For its part, court-packing can undermine the legitimacy of the Court in ways that can unexpectedly raise stakes for citizens and undermine the focal potential of rulings.

Indeed, the threat of popular retaliation has at times induced the Court to adopt institutional procedures with mixed implications for constitutional stability. The mechanisms that Friedman argues the Court uses to self-correct and lower stakes in the face of threats (for instance, ruling on an issue in a series of opinions or using indeterminate language) can undermine the clarity and focal potential of opinions. Moreover, potential conflict with the political branches has led the Court to voluntarily adopt limitations on jurisdiction and justiciability, thereby depriving the system of its institutional expertise and focal potential in a variety of areas.

So far the Court has yet to be punished in a way that has seriously undermined its role as a co-equal branch of government and the stability of the constitutional system as a whole. But as Friedman reminds us, “[i]f the preceding history shows anything, it is that when judicial decisions wander far from what the public will tolerate, bad things happen to the Court and the justices.”

Once we recognize that constitutional stability cannot be taken for granted, the countermajoritarian difficulty and the Court’s ultimate role in a constitutional democracy appear differently than cast in the literature. Classic works on the countermajoritarian difficulty question the role of a Court that invalidates actions of elected officials (e.g., Bickel). Friedman addresses this point in part by observing the critical importance of the Court’s deference to understanding the countermajoritarian difficulty. Nonetheless, Friedman’s framing of the countermajoritarian debate, whether the Court follows public opinion or exercises various forms of independence, remains too narrow. Our framework suggests that the Court simultaneously follows public opinion and exercises independence, and that in doing so, it contributes to constitutional stability.

Put another way, the problem of maintaining constitutional stability has come to suggest an important role for the Court that does not involve its complete deference to public opinion. As a society, we therefore face a tradeoff: a Court that is not fully deferential has greater ability to adjust focal points under changing circumstances;
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but to do so, it must at times invalidate the actions of elected officials against the will of the prevailing majority. On the other hand, greater deference necessarily implies less flexibility to adjust focal points. To the extent that the Court acts on the recommendations of those fearing the countermajoritarian difficulty—that is, it becomes more deferential to elected officials—it weakens its ability in its current role to maintain and adapt the Constitution.